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Welcome to the first edition of our Clarity newsletter.
The newsletter focuses on Fundhouse’s fund manager
research and shares certain insights gained over the last
eleven years of dissecting investment businesses,
processes and teams. Fund research sits at the core of
our business. It is central to everything we do and we
believe as strongly as ever that qualitative, in-depth due
diligence is the best approach to gain a deep
understanding ofall of the driversof investment success.
This allows us to make informed investment decisions
and guide our clients accordingly.

Why “Clarity”? In today’s world, information is
everywhere and everyone has an opinion that is easy to
share. What we aim to do is to work through the “noise”
to find the data points that really matter, to develop an
informed and independent opinion based on all our
analysis and ultimately to provide our clients with a clear
picture of what is relevant. We believe that investment
clarity is a non-negotiable for effective investment
decisions in an increasingly complex investment world.

Since Fundhouse was founded in 2007, we have seen a
number of significant industry developments affecting
investors which in turn has shaped our businesses and
that of our clients.

Firstly, a number of global fund managers have
registered and launched high-quality fund offerings at
reasonable fee levels in South Africa. Our global research
team has helped to identify top rated global funds for
our clients, and we have seen these added to platforms.
The added competition has been a significant positive
for financial advisers and investors andwe expect this to
continue as local investors look beyond our shores for
diversification and reach a level of comfort with these
offshore managers.

We have also seen the global shift in developedmarkets
(particularly in the US) away from active managers and
into passive and smart beta offerings. Apart from
applying pressure on active manager fees, the
emergence of the index managers has forced active
managers to be clear on their value add in order to
survive. The shift has been significantly slower in the
South African market for a range of reasons, but we
would expect the local market to follow this global trend
over time.

Finally, the local asset management market continues
to be dominated in terms of flows by the large
independent asset managers. Over the last ten years or

so, many of the boutiques that were considered the
“next big thing” have fallen away and, as a general rule,
not been replaced by other incumbents.

With these industry developments as a backdrop, our
first article reflects on Fundhouse’s research journey
from the early days of consulting to asset managers to
today’s research process. Peter Foster takes us through
how the process developed and shares certain key
learnings fromour work dissecting assetmanagers over
time.

The investment teamsits at the heart of any investment
proposition. Lehan Kruger explains how a significant
portion of our research is focused on assessing
individuals and the team, despite it being so complex
and challenging. Lehan discusses how we go about
discerning between the marketing message and the
reality that sits behind it.

There are a number of ways to successfully manage
global equities. No approachor style has amonopoly on
generating alpha over time and this offers significant
diversification opportunities for investors. Stuart Copley
considers the popular global equity investment styles,
how they are generally implemented and the
challenges that come with adopting each style.

Rory Maguire, MD of our UK business, examines the
predictive power of one of the accounting ratios least
open to manipulation: free cash flowyield. Rory looks at
the correlation between free cash flow yield and equity
market performance and tests whether it may be a
useful indicator of market valuations.

Fund research is at the core of building investment
portfolios for clients. Peter Foster discusses our
approach tobuilding portfolios and sets out the layers of
decision making that go into constructing portfolios
with the ultimate aim of delivering good outcomes for
the end investor. The entire process is centered around
our belief that financial planning sits at the core of an
investor’s financial journey and dictates the critical path
investors need to take.

It is always instructive to reflect on the research journey
so far, but we are as excited about what lies ahead. Our
ambition remains protecting and growing the
independent wealth management industry and
ensuring the best possible investment outcome for end
investors.

1CLARITY
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What happens when asset management experience mixes with a principled desire to
support investors? Our fund research approach started with these two

characteristics, and has grown to form the part of our business which drives
investment insights.

Starting a fund research service was not obvious to us
when we started rating funds for investors in 2013. What
we hadn’t realised at the timewas that as a team wehad
inadvertently built up quite specific expertise through
working within fund management businesses, which
would later form the basis of our fund research service.

While our careers started within fund managers, when
Fundhouse started in 2007 they became our clients
rather than our employers. We provided specialist
consulting to these businesses, and this allowed us to
take our initial experience and extendour knowledge, as
“insiders”, to a much broader range of business
examples – equities, property, hedge funds, fund of
funds and asset/liability matching just some of the
examples. This was a formative period for us, which
allowed us to observe both the good and bad aspects of
the industry and, in retrospect, was essential in
developing a more critical eye when evaluating funds.

Over time the requests from these clients started
centering around the evaluation of their investment
propositions. As an external party we were able to be
quite constructive with investment teams who were
either struggling or looking to build new capabilities.
This role was in essence the first iteration of the fund
research process we employ today.

It took a specific client request for us to connect the dots
in 2013 and see what direction we needed to take long
term. Fortunately, we had the presence of mind to
recognise the opportunity when it presented itself. The
opportunity to provide informed and objective fund
research services required one major change in our
business: to switch off our legacy consulting activities to
fund managers. Essentially, we would be “jumping the
fence” onto the end investors’ side, to bat for them
exclusively as our long-term business pursuit.

The first yearwas daunting. We were required to initiate
coverage on over 100 funds, local and offshore. This
entailed the formal development of our research
process, and being blank slate, allowed us the
opportunity to build around the experience we had
developed so that our research process took guidance
from the combined expertise of the team over their
working careers. This resulted in a few key points which
we believe set us apart from our peers and allow us to

consistently apply our experience in a meaningful way
to this day.

• We are naturally skeptical of fund managers.
Despite the fact (or you could say, due to the fact) we
started our careers within fund managers, we
became naturally skeptical the more we became
immersed in it. While the industry pursues a noble
cause, quiteoften thenobility losesout to the cruder
demands of business profits, financial success and
the agency problem, at the expense of the client.
The numbers also don’t lie – the majority of
investment managers do not add value, and so it
pays us to be naturally skeptical as a point of
departure.

• Broad industry knowledge allows us to connect the
dots within each business. We see the product of
investment performance beingdriven by a complex
set of organisational, cultural and behavioural traits
in which we are now well versed. The ability to
evaluate each of these traits, and then to string
them together, allows us to build a composite view
of a fund from the buyer’s perspective. Rather than
being led by the industries vast marketing efforts,
we have the depth through our research to
understand the underlying drivers and how they
may enable or disable investment performance
looking ahead.

• We are open and transparent with investment
managers in our views. This may sound quite trivial,
but in our estimation it is quite unique globally.
Having to confront someonewho is a) a specialist in
what they do and b) financially reliant on what they
do, can be a difficult position to be in. Once wehave
arrived at a provisional assessment of a fund, we
provide the manager with the opportunity to test
us, as we have tested them. This two-way
assessment allows the truth to come out, with all
ambiguity and noise removed from the process.
There is nothing like a fund manager refuting your
findings to test your conviction! However, the depth
of the research work we do equips us to have this
meaningful debate, even if the views are negative,
or if we agree to disagree with the manager in
question.

OUR RESEARCH JOURNEY
PETER FOSTER
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• We provide a significant number of negative views
on funds. Technically this is in line with industry
performance statistics and value add, but it is much
harder to do in practice than on paper. Firstly, the
fund research industry globally relies on the income
they earn from fund managers to pay the bills –
often a veiled marketing expense for the fund
research conducted. This conflict leads to biased
outcomes, to the detriment of the end investor. In
2013, when we distanced ourselves from working for
investment managers and moved over to the client
side, this created a strong platform for us to retain
our objectivity. It is simply not possible to provide
objective advice if you need to make judgement
calls on the hand that feeds you. The ability for our
process to be able to deliver a large number of
negative outcomes on fund views is a necessity, or
we would not be doing our job.

Early on in this journey, a key decisionwe needed to take
was whetherwe makeour findingspublic or not. Clearly
performing a great deal of research and providing this
only to the select few would have enabled us to have a
simpler business. However, we opted for the alternative,
where we provide our research to a wider range of
clients in various formats. Why would we do this?

At the heart of why we decided to focus our business on
serving the end investor was a desire to bridge the
information gap which existed between the investment
manager and the end investor. Particularly in the retail
investment industry, this information asymmetry we
often found to be quite one sided, where the end
investor and their financial advisers had limited access
to the inner workings of the industry, or the ability to
pick apart the relative merits of each fund they were
considering for clients. By performing detailed research
on awide range of funds and ensuring that this research
found its way to independently minded advisers and
investors, we could help solve the information gap and
create a competitive edge for our clients.

To date we have approximately 230 South African funds
under full time coverage. Just 25% achieve our top Tier 1
rating, while almost 40% of all funds covered are
negatively rated to date. For these funds, each takes a
minimum of 50 man-hours at inception to initiate
coverage, and a significant amount of ongoing
monitoring, review and manager engagement to
ensure we are fully up to speed with each fund and
business. Through our UK office, we directly cover a

similar amount, a focused subset of the global
investment universe.

There have been common learnings across both
markets which we have taken back into our research
process to ensure we utilise this new information in the
future. To highlight a fewof thesewhere the results may
be surprising:

• The strongest performance indicator is culture. The
very best investment businesses tend to exhibit
extremely strong organisational culture. In a
human capital industry with a long-term product at
its heart, the continuity of your personnel and the
way in which they work together is a make or break
factor in making sure thatwhat is promised today is
delivered tomorrow, regardless of who is in charge.
In South Africa, businesses with a strong culture are
few and far between. Generally, privately held
partnership type businesses fare best in our reviews.

• We live in hope with the ‘boutiques’. By most
accounts these smaller asset managers are yet to
break through into the mainstream where they can
start to add value to a wider range of investors. For
the most part they are held back by not taking their
businesses seriously enough, not investing ahead of
the curve, and stretching their capabilities beyond
their means. There is currently a huge voidbetween
the few large managers at the top, and the long tail
of managers looking after smaller assets.

• The weakest funds are characterised by poor
organisational culture, the agency problem
(manager is not an owner), divisive teams, high staff
turnover, weak investment leadershipand high fees.
They survive through the lack of broad and deep
competition, and captive clients who don’t hold
their managers to account.

Looking ahead we are excited in continuing this role on
behalf of our clients. As our research insight develops,
we are also cognisant of learning from our mistakes. As
a human capital business, we are acutely aware of our
own behavioural biases, and much of the way we
operate is designed to counteract the impact these can
have on decision making.

Our objectives remain the same: to bat exclusively for
the client; bridge the information gap; more money into
better funds; lower the cost of investing and to improve
the quality of decision making for a better financial
future for our clients.
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As a result, it is often difficult to discern between what is
a marketing message and the reality that sits behind it.
The lack of detailed information and access makes it
difficult for advisers and investors alike to dig deeper
and this is the gap we are aiming to fill through our
research process.

Investing is a human capital business and at the heart of
any successful investment process sits an individual or
group of individuals who are required to makedecisions.
We spend a significant amount of time assessing each
investment team and the way they interact with one
another to build and manage a portfolio over time. In
this article we take a look at some of the marketing led
statements that are often put forward relating to the
investment team and how we test whether there is
substance behind the flash.

” The team has over 100 years of investment
experience”

The number of years’ experience of the investment team
is a statistic often quoted by asset managers when
marketing a particular fund. Does it matter or is it just
marketing?

As part of our research process, we need to evaluate the
experience levels of the team. Effectively what we are
interested in testing is who influences the portfolio and
are they qualified to do so? We are looking for a team
comprising individuals with sufficient relevant
experience to carry out the necessary research and
manage the investment process.

Experience is important, but the devil is often in the
detail. The word relevant is something that the simple
marketing statistic often hides. A few extreme examples
help illustrate the point:

• The key portfolio manager has 20 years investment
experience but has only managed a portfolio for a
year;

• The investment team has 100 years of experience,
but 90 of the years’ experience is as financial sector
analysts while the fund is ageneral equity fund. Can
they build portfolios to effectively include industrial
and resource counters?

• Of the 100 years, 40 years’ experience has been
working in the operations team of an asset
manager, rather than analysing stocks.

The level of analysis we do is to consider the specific
experience per team member for their entire career,
and then assess whether the team’s combined
experience is sufficient and appropriate to manage a
portfolio under a specific mandate.

” We have only lost two members of the team in
the last five years”

The stability of an investment team can have a
significant positive impact on the investment outcome.
Our process analyses the staff turnover to ensure that
we are able to attach the past investment actions taken
to the current team. This gives insight into whether we
can expect a similar investment outcome on a forward
looking basis.

However, the broad statement of only losing a certain
number of people needs to be assessed and
understood. We need to have a view on who is part of
the “core team” in order to gauge severity of turnover. If
the two team members who have left in the past five
years were crucial to the process, it doesn’t really matter
whether turnover has been low by number because the
impact on the future management of the portfolio
could be very high.

In addition, a high level of turnover can’t be explained
away by saying that only junior teammembers have left,
so the impact isminimal. If often signals broader culture
issues.

We operate in an industry dominated by marketing. You only need to consider the
adverts in the middle of your favourite TV series or at half time of the Springbok test

match on the weekend. Luxury cars, alcohol and financial services!

BEHIND THE MARKETING
MESSAGE
LEHAN KRUGER
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“We don’t need a large team because we have
powerful screening tools”

The simple question we are trying to answer in our
research process is whether the team is large enough to
cover all the effort required to implement the stated
investment process?

For example, wewant comfort that a team that adopts a
detailed, fundamental, bottom up investment process
has sufficient capacity to carry out the necessary
research to enable that process.

There is no optimal size when it comes to an investment
team. Having the breadth to cover the investment
universe may be an advantage, but the evidence points
to smaller teams outperforming larger teams over time
as a general rule.

Let’s consider the example of a global equity portfolio
with an investment universe that includes thousands of
listed equities across developed and emerging markets.
How do you compare a global team made up of three
portfolio managers and 40 underlying analysts to a
team of two individuals who rely on their Bloomberg
terminal for their research?

The point is that there is a balance between there being
sufficient capacity to implement the investment
process while also having a cohesive team that is able to
interact productively and make decisions.

The other variable that we assess is how much time the
key investment professionals spend on non-investment
work. This is especially relevant to boutiques where we
often find that the founder and key investment
individual are one and the same. The successful
implementation of the process often relies heavily on
that individual, but they are also the face of the business
and spend half their time marketing the fund or
running the business. The ability for an investment
individual to focus on investments is often harder than
one would think.

“There is a culture of debate and challenge in
our investment team”

The depth and quality of analysis and research is often
quoted as being a differentiator for an investment team.
This maybe, but at the end of the day someone needs to
make a decision as to whether you buy or sell a
particular investment. Excellent research can obviously
help inform a decision, but the ability to make the final
call is key. All the behavioural biases and the emotion

come into play when you have to “pull the trigger”.
In our research process, we aim to initially develop a
clear understanding of how decisions are made and
whether that makes sense given the process and the
team dynamic. Is it an individual call or consensus
based or does each member have a vote with majority
rule?

The most difficult part for us is to work out whether a
culture of debate and challenge exists within the team.
Who tests the decisions made and provides sufficient
challenge to the key decision makers? It is fairly
common for an investment team to have onedominant
individual driving investment decision making. The
stereotype is one who is confident (overconfident?),
wants to be proven right and doesn’t like to be
challenged. Those personality traits generally have a
long-term negative impact on investment performance.
In our meetings with an investment team, there are
often tell-tale signs as to whether challenge is
welcomed. If a question is directed to a younger analyst
in the team in the presence of the key portfolio
manager, there are usually one of three outcomes:

• The portfolio manager jumps in and automatically
responds to the question, overriding the junior
analyst;

• The young analyst looks across at the portfolio
manager before responding and then again once
finished answering, as though they are looking for
approval that they didn’t say the wrong thing; or

• The analyst responds directly to the question and is
allowed to engage.

While not a perfect science, the outcome does provide
clues to what culture exists within a team environment.

Another indicator of the culture in the team is whether
there is an ability to admitmistakes and be comfortable
doing so. Even the best portfolio managers in the world
constantly make mistakes and how the decision maker
reacts to those mistakes is key.

We are effectively looking to see if decision making is
well balanced, whether debate is genuine and whether
the decision makers have the Emotional Intelligence (or
EQ) to reflect and learn from mistakes. In our opinion,
these are primary drivers of the investment outcome
which is why we spend so much time assessing
individuals and the team despite it being so complex
and challenging.
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There are various approaches adopted by asset managers around the world to
manage a global equity portfolio. No one style works all the time and there are

excellent Quality, Value and Growth managers.

BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE
OF THE BEHOLDER

STUART COPLEY
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Over the long run, the fund management industry will
survive on its ability to add value to clients over and
above what the market can return. Over the short run,
however, sub-standard fund managers can survive for
surprisingly long periods. A combination of marketing
efforts, market complexity and low levels of financial
education conspire to make fund management one of
the most opaque value propositions in modern day
industry.

For the most part, investors are best served using a
simple low-cost index tracker to implement their
investment portfolios. In the absenceof any meaningful
ability to discern between good and poor options, the
average investor is likely better off just shopping on
price, and passive funds are the cheapest available.

However, there is a minority of the active fund
management industry who do have something
valuable to offer. A combination of sound business
management, corporate culture and strong investment
competencies are a ticket to this game, but are not
sufficient to fulfill the demands of investors long term. A
decision making approach is needed which can
separate the winners from the losers. So what is the
magic formula then? If you spoke to 100 separate fund
managers, they would provide 100 reasonable answers
as to why they are able to separate winners from losers.
The trouble is, many of these propositions are watered
down versions of the genuine approach, or poorly
executed, with the same net outcome – a poor one for
investors.

Through our fund research process we are looking for
the genuine fund managers who are absolutely clear on
how they make decisions and why this is likely to
separate winners from losers. Below we illustrate three
examples of how a good fund manager can identify an
approach to investing which adds value to investors.

Importantly, in global equities, the market is sufficiently
broad and deep to facilitate alternative approaches
which each have merit. In South Africa we don’t have
this luxury, and more typically see diluted approaches to
investing in the local market to adapt to this constraint.

Approach #1. Quality Investing

We start with the Quality style, as it’s the easiest to
consider and implement. Simply put, filtering for
businesses which are well built, have strong market

positions, stable clientele and a defendable long-term
product or service fit into this category. Fundsmith’s
investment strategy below (a Tier 1 rated fund)
demonstrates their thinking on how to separate
winners from losers:

This is quite intuitive: If I avoid the low quality
businesses, surely the strong will outperform the weak?
For the most part the answer is yes, however there are
some pitfalls involved in Quality based investing:

• There is a tendency to overpay, or get caught in a
market where the small subset of truly high quality
shares are commonly expensive. To access these
quality and safety aspects, you need to pay up as an
investor. At points, this means you can be exposed
to highprices whenmarket anxieties are high, as we
find today.

• The second pitfall is the ‘forever mindset’, illustrated
by Fundsmith’s “Do Nothing” statement. The
concept that the strongest businesses will remain
that way forever is potentially misleading, and there
are numerous examples of yesteryear winners not
being in business today (Kodak would spring to
mind). The risk of disruption is a key consideration
here, as technology increasingly permeates all
industries, the disruption potential to the “do
nothing” mindset is real.

The opportunity set at this end of the spectrum is also
small, as very few companies really do tick the various
quality boxes simultaneously. This can also lead to
holdings concentration at share or industry level.

All that being said, there is investment merit in sourcing
a fund manager who can identify good companies with
long term sustainable earnings which justify their
relatively steep entry price.

BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER

FUNDSMITH’S INVESTMENT STRATEGY

2. DON’T OVERPAY

3. DO NOTHING

1. ONLY INVEST IN GOOD COMPANIES
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Approach # 2: Value Investing

Source: Schroders
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WHAT YOU PAY, NOT THE GROWTH YOU GET, IS THE BIGGEST DRIVER OF FUTURE RETURNS

10 year annualised return by starting cyclically adjusted P/E(CAPE)

Value investing basics
Why you should focus on cheap prices

We follow with Value, being the most commonly known
in SA, but also next easiest to implement. In short, the
lower the price paid relative to a companies expected
value, the better the outcome. These companies can be
high or low quality, across any industry or region.
Schroders Global Recovery (also a Tier 1 rated fund)
illustrate their thinking on this ‘price paid’ point in the
figure below. Basically history shows that the returns
from shares on lower Price Earnings Ratios (PE’s)
outperform those higher PE’s.

Quite clearly this is the opposite to the types of
discussions which would happen within Fundsmith, so
can they both be right? The answer is yes, as global
equity markets arebig enough and the two worldsdon’t
need to overlap.

The appeal of Value investing is a natural one – paying
less than expected for something is a good deal,
seemingly a much better deal than paying full price for
something as Fundsmith would suggest. There is also
much evidence to support Value investing, although
there are pitfalls to take note of:

• The Value based approach can also lead to the
‘value-trap’, where the cheap share stays cheap, and
the recovery expectation doesn’t prevail.

• Buying value is not instant gratification, in fact the
opposite is true. Long periods of disappointing
returns followed by short bursts of value realisation
typically characterise value investors. These deep
cycles also create issues around the managers’
ability to survive their own cycle, as performance
pressures drive business longevity issues.

• There is a meaningful opportunity cost, where value
managers would automatically forego the racier
opportunities found in sectors such as Technology.

Typically the value manager will have less racey,
cheaper, lower quality and more cyclical shares than
their Quality counterparts. However, they will also be
the ones delivering for investors when reality sets in.
Just be prepared to be disappointed much of the time
to earn this benefit.

BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
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Approach #3: Growth Investing

Source: Baillie Gifford

Growth investing is the last of our examples, and the
hardest to execute in our view. This is because unlike the
Quality funds (who can see what type of business they
are buying), or the Value manager (who can see what
price theyare paying), the genuinegrowth manager can
often see neither.

Using the example of Amazon to illustrate, the business
could be termed ‘excessively expensive’ for much of its
20-odd year history as a listed share. This would not
make the grade for the value investor, and unlikely for
the Quality investor. The Growth investor however does
not rely on the status quo perceptions of business
models to make their decisions. Rather, they set out to
identify the small subset of shares which will be driving
new business models, disrupting incumbents and
generally outperforming expectations over the medium
and longer term. As Baillie Gifford highlights in the
diagram below (their Long Term Global Growth is Tier 1
rated), a tiny fraction of the world’s companies drive the
bulk of capital accumulation. They reference the
Bessembinder study , where just 0.4% of all US listed
companies (90 companies) since 1926 created around
half of all stock market wealth.

Growth investors need to be optimists, and it is easy to
get caught in a trap where “share prices going up =
growth”. This is a common trap we see, catching out
many so-called Growth investors, who are mostly easily
satisfied with short term share price movements rather
than strong company fundamentals.

The most significant trait of a good Growth investor is
low turnover of share positions, where they make

investments and rarely change them. Baillie Giffordwas
one of the few managers to buy Amazon early and hold
on (they hold it to this day). There are some pitfalls to
growth investing though:

• The opportunity set is very limited. World beaters
are just not that easy to come by. This means that
the research process needs to be extremely detailed
and selection risk is very high.

• The failure rate is high, which is tobe expectedgiven
the early stage many of the businesses are at.

While each of these three examples show how different
mindsets can help separate the winners from the losers,
each has its own set of pitfalls which will be accentuated
dependent on the market cycle. For instance, currently
the market cycle has favoured Quality and Growth (low
interest rates and expanding economies = low risk
aversion and cheap capital funding), whereas the lower
quality Value biased shares have lagged. Throughout
history these cycles have driven quite big performance
differences between the management approaches,
individually a bumpy ride for investors.

Combining these in a sensible manner can provide the
best of both worlds: long term value-add by siding with
the winners, and a more consistent journey. The net
result is a diversified portfolio of cheap, high quality and
high growth opportunities, and ideally a low allocation
to the global losers who in aggregate reduce investor
wealth.

24,240 Firms
contributed the
same as 1 month
Treasury Bill

90 Firms

205 Firms

797 Firms

$8.7 trn

$17.4 trn24,240
Firms

$8.7 trn

Market Proportion Value Created: 34.8 trillion

BEAUTY IS IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
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Asset allocators rely on a variety of inputs to make decisions when allocating capital.
A key type of input comes in the form of ratios. These are measures which create

standardised gauges of a company’s “cheapness”. Ratios can also be used to
measure the aggregate level of “cheapness” within a sector, stock market or

geographic region. The Price: Earnings (PE) ratio or Dividend yield are some of the
most well-known ratios.

IS CASH FLOW YIELD A
GOOD INDICATOR OF
FUTURE RETURNS?

RORY MAGUIRE
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What is the cash flow yield?

This article focusses on a ratio known as the ‘cash flow
yield’. This a financial ratio that measures how well a
company generates cash from its current operations. It
is calculated by dividing net cash flow per share by the
current market value per share. This ratio effectively
measures a company’s cash-generating efficiency.

In theory an investor could use reported earnings
divided by the share price instead of cash flows to get to
a similar outcome. However, in reality, earnings are often
full of accounting adjustments that may not always
reflect economic reality, so cash flow is often preferred
because it is ‘cleaner’ (and harder to manipulate).
Dividend yield is perhaps more precise than cash flow,
because it represents an actual physical payment to the
investor. But, like earnings, it can be adjusted by
accountants and executives to serve a ‘non-economic’
purpose. For example, shareholders like steady
dividends and companies may prioritize dividend
consistency when they have a more cyclical earnings
stream. So, given some of these challenges with
earnings and the dividend yield, we wondered howcash
flow would hold up as a metric of future returns in its
own right.

Do cash flow yields have explanatory power?

Cash flow yields are calculated with reference to the
share price (like dividend yields). This means that they
are often highest when share prices are depressed. This
is because the denominator in the cash flow yield
equation is the share price. The theory is that because
cash flow yields are a proxy for cheapness (with a higher
yield indicating a greater degree of future), higher cash
flow yields should lead to higher returns, all else being
equal. This is because a higher yield means that you are

paying less per unit of cash that is flowing through the
business.

To assist with the analysis, we introduce two caveats:
Firstly, we will be looking at aggregate market cash flow
yields, rather than company specific yields. So, in effect,
we are testing whether the cash flow yield of the US
equity market is predictive rather than the cash flow
yield of, say, Amazon. Secondly, time horizon is
important. Over what period should we judge the
efficacy of cash flow yields as a predictor of returns?
Should it be over one, three, five or 10 years? If cash flow
yields are a strong indicator of forward returns over 10
years only, is this sufficient? We test each of these time
horizons below.

We start by testing the correlations between free cash
flow yields and long-term returns over different time
horizons. What we find is that cash flow yield is highly
correlated with long-term returns. However, correlations
decrease in a fairly linear fashion as you shorten time
horizons. This is a consistent finding over both the UK
and USmarkets and shown in the table below.

Figure 1: Equities nominal returns correlation with
cash flow yields (1=perfect correlation)

Fundhouse and Reuters, as at 30 June 2019;
returns are monthly and in local currency

CASH FLOW YIELD

RETURNS

CORRELATIONS 10yrs 5yrs 3yrs 1yr

US: Cashflow Yield 0.86 0.68 0.56 0.38

UK: Cashflow Yield 0.88 0.78 0.68 0.45

CASH FLOW YIELD
FREE CASHFLOW PER SHARE

MARKET PRICE PER SHARE

DIVIDEND YIELD
ANNUAL DIVIDEND PER SHARE

MARKET PRICE PER SHARE
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Next, we look at a chart that shows the spotUS cash flow
yield at a certain point in time, compared against the 10-
year lagged return of the US market. The UK chart looks
very similar.

Figure 2 demonstrates that a strong relationship exists
between the starting US cash flow yield and the lagged
return of the US market. The averages of both are also
very similar, with the cash flow yield averaging close to
14% and 10-year rolling returns averaging 11%. Thismeans
that, on average, the 10-year annualised returns are
equal to 78% of starting cash flow yield. There is only a
single periodwhere the returns of the USequity markets
exceeded the starting free cash flow yield. This being
through the late 80s / early 90s. This is because the
subsequent 10-year return included the tech bubble.

Learnings from the Tech Bubble: Did cash flow yields
indicate that it was time to sell?

The cash flow yield of the US market declined to 6%
during the heights of the tech bubble. Given that the
cash flow yield of the US market averages around 14%.
And, because it shifted so substantially from this mean
(by over two standard deviations), we do think it was a
strong sell signal. If you had reduced your US equity
exposure at this point, then you would have avoided the
subsequent 10-year negative return that the market
experienced.

What about false signals?

If, for example, we found that over some periods, returns
were strong when cash flow yields were at low levels,

that wouldbe problematic to using cash flowas a signal.
And vice versa, what if cash flow yields were high and
returns were subsequently low or negative? Both
scenarios represent potential ‘false signals’ from the
ratio.

Figure 3 can help us determine whether we have any
false positives coming outof thedata. Whatwe show, for
the US Market only (but UK is very similar), are three
return ‘brackets’ for subsequent 10-year per annum
return numbers: <5%, 5-10%, and 10%+. We then looked
at the minimum and maximum starting cash flow
yields for each of those scenarios to see how much
overlap there was.

Figure 3: False positives test

Source: Fundhouse and Reuters, as at 30 June 2019

What we found was:

• The highest returns come in periods where the
highest starting cash flows occurred, on average,
and vice versa;

• Within each category, there was very little overlap
between the starting yields. This suggests that there
are very few false positives, especially at extremes,
when valuations are cheap and expensive (i.e. cash
flow yields are high or low).

RETURNS PER ANNUM 10YRS

FALSE POSITIVE TEST <5% Nominal 5-10% 10%+

Minimum CF Yield 6.2% 8.0% 11.0%

Maximum CF Yield 8.8% 12.5% 21.7%

CASH FLOW YIELD

Figure 2: US market annualised 10-year return vs nominal cash flow yields
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Figure 4: Relationship between nominal cash flow yields and US equity 10-year returns

Source: Fundhouse and Reuters, as at 30 June 2019

The data suggests that the cash flow yield is also a good
predictor of returns, 10 years out. To further support this
statement, Figure 4 shows the spot cash flow yield
versus the lagged 10-year US market returns that
correspond to that spot yield. The lagged returns are
quite range-bound; they are almost always below the
starting cash flow yield and are also a fairly consistent
proportion of the starting yield.

Is there a stable relationship between the starting cash
flow yield and subsequent return?

The starting cash flow yield does seem quite predictive
of future returns. 70%of all observations showedthat the
10-year returns approximated between 60% and 100% of
the starting free cash flow yield 10 years before. And,
where the relationship broke down, it was exclusively in
periods like the late 80s when starting cash flow yields
were unsustainably high (30% plus) or during the tech
bubble when subsequent returns were negative. And,
both periods are when markets were either very cheap
or very expensive.

What would we conclude?

• Starting cash flow yields have better predictive value
the longer the time horizon. We found that the

starting cash flow yields ended up predicting
returns over the next 10 years quite well. 70% of the
time, returns generated ended up being between
60% and 100% of the starting free cash flow yield;

• The starting cash flow yields are highly correlated
with subsequent 10-year returns from US and UK
equities;

• Outlier cash flow yields lead to outlier returns 10
years later in the US market. Outlier cash flow yields
appear to be at 6-8% (indicating very expensive
markets) and 11-20% (indicating very cheap
markets).

Despite these conclusions we would point out that
there are exceptions to the rules outlined above. When
conducting asset allocation, it is important to build a
framework that uses a variety of fundamental and
valuation based measures to get a clearer picture of
market conditions. At the end of 2013, for example, cash
flow yields in the US were at 9.8%. If this was viewed in
isolation, then an investor would have significantly
underweighted their US exposure. From the end of 2013
to the end of July 2019 the MSCI USA outperformed the
MSCI World Ex-USA by 60%. Using a broader set of
metrics would have protected an investor from blindly
following a single indicator.

CASH FLOW YIELD
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Financial planning sits at the core of an investor’s financial journey and dictates the
critical path investors need to take. Our role is to ensure that once a path has been

chosen, that it is executed in the best way possible.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
AND THE LAYERS OF
DECISION MAKING

PETER FOSTER
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The portfolio construction and management process
has several layers which we need to consider before
settling on the ideal portfolio for a client.

Step 1: Determining a suitable Strategic Asset
Allocation (SAA)

Here we identify which combination of equity, bonds,
cash and property are best suited to deliver for the client
over a long periodof time. Most investmenthorizons are
ten years and longer, and so we need to ensure that the
SAA set is appropriate for an equivalent timeline at least.
We research the merits of each: growth expectations,
concentration of risks, how each asset class is evolving
and what it is dependent on. Also, what relationship it
has with other asset classes where they have common
return drivers. Ultimately, we need to strip down each
asset class to its component pieces, stress test the return
drivers which underpin it, evaluate the history and test
the relevancegoing forward, and importantlymake sure
we understand the specific risks.

A reasonable amount of subjectivity needs to be applied
as it is likely the future deviates from the past. For
example:

• South African equities have been the leading global
stock market for over 100 years, driven by the
commodities sector. Looking ahead this seems
unlikely to reoccur, so we would temper growth
expectations.

• If you consider the exceptional thirty-year history of
global bond returns, this may seem like a long time
and should cause us to favour bonds as a large part
of a client portfolio. However, this has been a single
cycle of bond yields compressing from a high base,
with the result that returns over this period have
been much higher than what you would ordinarily
expect. Looking ahead, we would temper our
expectations.

We need to consider the interrelationships between the
asset classes. Quite often there can be links between
them (high quality shares are linked to property and
bonds for example), and this means that taking account
of this ‘link’ is important in understanding the diversity
of a portfolio.

We also need to consider external inputs such as
whether clients will be regularly drawing down on the
portfolio, or what a minimum investment horizon needs
to be to avoid overexposing the client to volatile returns.

This results in an optimal asset class level portfolio
matched to the investment objectives.

Step 2. Tactical Asset Allocation (TAA)

This part of the process gets much of the intention
industry-wide yet is also the area where we frequently
see material value destruction by fund managers. TAA
is the adjustment of asset class exposure for or against a
particular asset class. For instance, if the view was that
equities wereexpensive, thenone wouldexpect themto
underperform in future which would result in a smaller
position being taken in the portfolio relative to what the
SAA suggests.

The attraction with implementing TAA positions is what
you might term the ‘holy grail’ of investing – forecasting
when markets fall allows you to avoid equities; or
similarly, knowing where the Rand/Dollar rate will move
allows you to take a position to your advantage.

The trouble with implementing TAA positioning is that
the collective number of potential outcomeswhich may
determine the success of this trade is far greater than an
individual or team’s ability to aggregate and process
that information. While some decisions taken may
prove well planned, the odds of repeated success are
low (but not impossible!), and this is borne out in the
evidence across the industry.

As a result, we take a very conservative and pragmatic
approach to TAA, which is guidedmostly by a long list of
what not to do, and wherewe see ahigher probability of
value add we do act:

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

1 2 3 4 5 6

Strategic
Asset

Allocation

Tactical
Asset

Allocation

Fund
Asset

Allocation

Fund
Selection

Risk
Management

Final
Portfolio

WHATWE AVOID WHATWE DO
Short-term trading Rely on hard evidence

Predicting politics,
macroeconomics,
interest rates and
inflation

Prioritise valuations and
fundamentals

Chasing momentum Meaningful and low
frequency of changes
only when the evidence
is strong

Process Complexity Avoid the low-odds
decisions

Trading the currency Long term anchoring of
views

Chasing the herd
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We rely on objective scorecards per asset class which
aggregate the important facts without any human
interference (i.e. we get out of our ownway). The natural
consequence of this approach is that we may have
better odds over a successful outcome, but we still have
no control over what time horizon this may occur.
This approach allows us to get the most out of the asset
classes available, and improve the investment journey
through sensible risk management.

Step 3: Fund Asset Allocation (FAA)

Investment markets are complex, and for professional
money managers what we find in practice is that
managers stay within their own circle of competence,
often defined by a belief system to which they stitch
their decision making. This belief system – be it a value
bias or looking for smaller companies or companies
which have a high yield or strong balance sheets – is the
technique they follow to add value to clients. No single
approach has the monopoly on value add, and we have
seen a widemultitude of fundmanagers deliver value in
different ways.

What thismeans is that if we were to select a single fund
to implement our portfolio, we would likely forego
potential investment opportunities which may have
been excluded (intentionally) by the manager. It’s
unlikely any value biased manager would have bought
Amazon in 1997 with a PE ratio north of 100x earnings,
but which subsequently delivered 36% per year returns
for the next 22 years. This despite averaging a PE of 142x
and never paying a dividend!

To capture the full opportunity setof returnsand achieve
the best diversity for clients, we identify the successful
traits across the industrywhere investmentmerit canbe
evidenced and combine this into an allocation which
differs by investment approach, not asset class. This is
what defines our FAA process.

We will use specialists to achieve the outcomes we need
as they have the highest odds of delivering within their
narrow area of focus. This allows our clients to benefit
from both the proven sensibility of value investing, but
also to access those managers who can take long term
views on high growth companies like Amazon, or
smaller companies which are disrupting the
incumbents.

Step 4: Fund Selection (FS)

No individual manager has proven to us that they
should be managing 100% of any investor’s capital over
the long term. While we have allocated our top rating to

around 25% of all funds covered, there are no instances
where we have zero concerns around the fund, team or
business. Investment managers are highly reliant on
human capital, and human capital is very difficult to
retain and replicate over time. In addition, business
issues are quite often the root cause of an investment
managers downfall. Other businesses which follow a
specialist approach (a value manager is a good example
here) can go through such long periods of poor
performance that their ability to survive comes into
question, despite the fact they may well earn back the
performance lost.

To counter these longevity concerns, we eliminate those
funds which are more likely to detract value for clients.
Of the few remaining,we need to identify the best funds
per investment approach.

Ideally, we want to capture all the good, and diversify
away the bad. There are limitations though – good
businesses do make mistakes, fund managers
immigrate, teams degrade over time without good
leadership, amongst a range of instances which we
would term a negative surprise.

Step 5: Risk Management

Piecing together the SAA+TAA+FAA+FS process leads us
to evaluate the end result – i.e. the client portfolio. We
want to make sure that the direct and indirect
investment exposures are in line with our intended
outcome. Weare also conscious of falling into the typical
behavioural trap – risk aversion. The behavioural
tendency is to overdiversify, or hedge all bets, and this
can lead to averageoutcomes at high cost. As wedo the
detailed fund research, we’re equipped to take bigger
positions inwhat may seem riskier funds andhold them
for longer periods, so that clients are invested for a
sufficiently longperiod to reap the rewards. We also test
for specific exposures to a range of risks such as
currency, liquidity and interest rate risk. While we follow
a pragmatic risk management process, we don’t allow
ourselves to be led by it.

Step 6: The Final Portfolio

Mostly, a good portfolio needs to be left alone to do its
job. However, there are instances where we need to act:
where we identify a new ‘best view’ fund which can
replace an incumbent; where investment marketsmove
to present more TAA opportunities or where we see
potential to reduce costs. This is a permanent quest to
maximise the quality and return potential of client
portfolios.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
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